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Contact Center Multi-Channel Data
• Contact centers provide firms with the
opportunity to collect rich customer interaction
data from multiple channels.
• Analyzing these big datasets and developing
accurate predictive models for customer
behavior are essential to design and optimize
business processes.
• Call forecasting: one of the three fundamental
challenges in the management of call centers.
THE CHALLENGE:
Learning patterns in policyholders’ interactions with a contact
center and predicting future behavior of a specific customer.
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Contact Center Multi-Channel Data
Leveraging multichannel data to predict future telephone

queries by an individual customer and to examine the effect
of past Web-based contacts by a customer on his future calls.

• Goal: to develop a feature-based model to predict the
likelihood that a customer will call within the next thirty days.
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Related Literature
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Related Literature
• The literature on call center predictions primarily focused on
estimating the intensity of call arrivals to the call center
based on historical telephone queries.
• Our paper focuses on:
• customer-level predictions, and
• includes features characterizing the customer’s past
contacts via both Web and telephone channels
• uses a rich set of features: contact reasons
• relies on the Lasso method
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Contact Center Data
• Data recorded from a major U.S. insurance firm
• January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015.
• The data includes 35, 806, 207 transactions between 7, 463, 600
policyholders and the insurance firm.
• Transaction-level dataset consists of 7 attributes:

• Web Transactions: Firm Website Account (69.2%)
• Telephone Transactions: Customer (45.4%), Agent (18.2%)
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Contact Center Data
Use of Multiple Venues:
•

Number of Web transactions = 25,833,965 (72.15%)

•

Number of Telephone transactions = 9,972,252 (27.85%)
Policy Number
Count

%

Transaction
s Count

%

Only Web

3,552,632

47.6%

18,518,930

51.7%

Only Telephone

2,274,760

30.5%

5,302,751

14.8%

Telephone and Web

1,636,208

21.9%

11,984,536

33.5%

Usage

Total

•

7,463,600

35,806,217

Larger number of policyholders have changed their medium of
contact from Telephone to Web than from Web to Telephone:
•

Web to Telephone:

733, 751 policyholders

•

Telephone to Web: 1,466,620 policyholders
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Contact Center Data
Daily volume of transactions per (Web, Telephone) during 2015:

• Daily Web transaction volumes are consistently higher than the daily
Telephone transaction volumes.
• Transaction volumes are higher during the weekdays, for both channels.
• Volume of daily Web transactions exhibits spikes on the first business day
of each month (specified in Fig).
• Day-of-the-week effect in transaction volume, for both channels.
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Contact Center Data
Averaged Hourly Volume of Transactions over a Day per Channel
Distribution of
averaged hourly
Telephone
transaction
volume has a
convex decreasing
tail and drops
from 6 pm.
The Web
transaction
volume on
average does
not decrease
during evenings.

Telephone

Web
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Contact Center Data
Contact Reason Types (31 different categories):
•

Five categories make 81.3% of all transactions: Billing (37.9%),
Login (17.7%), Policy Inquiry (11.2%), Electronic Message Delivery
(10.2%), Policy Change (4.2%).

•

Web Transactions are associated to 12 contact reasons.
Four contact reasons, Billing (42.1%), Login (24.6%), Electronic
Message Delivery (14.2%), Policy Inquiry (9.8%), constitute the
reason for 90.7% of the Web transactions.

•

Telephone Transactions are associated to 28 different contact
reasons, including Billing (27.0%), Policy Change (15.1%), Policy
Inquiry (14.9%), Underwriting (9.1%), Transfer (7.0%), Insurance
Document (5.1%).
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Contact Center Data
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Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction
• Goal: to develop a feature-based predictive model to rolling
forecast the occurrence of a call event by a policyholder over
a set period of time ahead.
• Rolling Forecast Window: 30 days
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(170 Features in total)

Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction: Feature Modeling
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Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction: Feature Modeling
Ø Date and Time: Weekday, Holiday, period of the day of the last
contact (0 am-8 am, 8 am-8 pm, 8 pm-0 am).

Ø Contact Channel:
o Channel of the Last Contact,
o Used multiple channels at least once in the past,
o Whether policyholder used the same channel in the last contact
as the channel in the exact one contact before the last contact,
and the direction of the change

Ø Billing Cycle:
o Last contact occurred on 1, 2, 10, 11, 21, 22 business day of month,
o Last contact occurred on the 1, 2, 21, 22 business day of month,
o Last contact occurred on the 10 or 11 business day of month
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Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction: Feature Modeling
Ø Recency Features:
o Whether there has been at least one (either Web or Telephone)
contact in the past 1, 7, 30 days.
o # of Days since the Last Contact.

Ø Frequency Features:
o Total number of past contacts by the policyholder
o # of contacts in the past 1, 7, and 30 days
o average number of days between consecutive contacts by a
policyholder

Ø Cross-Class Features:
o Channel-Recency, Channel-Frequency,
o Frequency-Recency-Contact Reason
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Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction: Methodology
• Feature selection becomes fundamental to reduce
dimensionality, training time, to improve prediction
performance.
• Scalable Data Analytics:
1. Mixed-effect Logistic Model
2. Lasso Method
3. Subsampling

Train

Data

(70%)

Test (30%)
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Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction: Methodology
Ø Response Model:
Ø Lasso Method:

Ø

Minimizing the Bayesian Information Criterion:

:= Number of Contacts

• Kleiner, Talwalkar, Sarkar, Jordan (2014): S = 435 training
subsample datasets of size M = 9,080 are considered.
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Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction: Estimation and Results
• 14 Features selected in more than 50% of sampled datasets.

•

Customer related (1), Recency related (1), Call Reason related(5),

•

Cross-class features (7): six of which are Frequency Related.
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Individual Customer’s Call Arrival
Prediction: Estimation and Results
•

e-delivery in Last 30 Days has a significant positive impact on
probability of a call arrival: effect of the policyholder’s Web
activities on the probability of his future calls.

•

Negative coefficient of Days Since the Last Event: the more
recent a policyholder contacted the company, the higher the
probability that he will make a telephone query in the next 30
days.

•

Positive influence of Contact Reason of Last Event – QAF,
Contact Reason of Last Event - EQP, Contact Reason of Last
Event – QAP: suggests that a follow-up contact with customers
with questions on new contract will occur.
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Conclusions
Ø Analyzed effectiveness of characteristics of a policyholder and his
previous Web-Telephone contacts and their reasons on the
probability that he will call in the next 30 days.
•

Policyholder-Level prediction

•

Massive Data Set (35 million contacts)

•

Rich Set of Features

Ø Found evidence of relevance of recent Web Activities.
Ø Recency & Frequency significantly increases probability of call.
Ø Modeling approach with the set of selected features enables
businesses to identify opportunities to act proactively in an attempt
to solve eventual problems of those customers who are more likely
to call back in the short term.
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Thank you!

